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Seotion Is PILE LOADING TESTS 161

No. 1-1 THE PREDETERMINATION OF THE REQUIRED LENGTH AND THE PREDICTION OF THE TOE RESISTANCE OF PILES
Submitted by the Laboratory of Soil Meohanios, Delft

Originally the length of piles was determined, ohiefly from experiences with buildings, situated in 
the neighbourhood, as well as on data from washborings exeouted in plaoe. The piles were driven far 
enough into the solid layer of sand until a oertain rebound has been reached. Sometimes, mainly for 
important oon3truotions, speoial testpiles were driven. In order to determine the bearing-capacity, 
several formulae have been oompoaad in the course of time whioh in oonsequence of the experiences with 
finished oonstruotions sometimes gave good results, in a oertain region elsewhere, however, thpy could 
not be trusted. So tedious and expensive pile loading tests were exeouted by whioh the pile was loaded 
till its limit of equilibrium.

It is well known that the pile reproduces its bearing-oapaoity from the resistance, whioh the toe 
beoomes against further penetration into the soil and the resistance, supplied by the friotion along its 
surfaoe.

Here onoe more the fact should be pointed out that in many soils in the oourse of time, this frio- 
tional resistance oannot be oounted upon, while negative skin friotion will be developed. It is there
fore of the highest interest to determine the existing toe resistance.

Therefore load bearing and pulling tests on thfl_same pile were performed of late.
Tests proved that with suffioient surety it oan be said that the resistance found from the pulling 

test may be oonsidered as the frictional resistance of the loading test.
Thus the toe resistance oan be computed from the difference between the found limits of load from 

bearing and pulling tests.
The toe resistance, thus found, is a resistance against loss of equilibrium of the soil.
In many oases the loads in bearing tests tire not inoreased high enough and one is satisfied with 

pushing down the pile about 2 cm; while the load-aettlement diagram indioates that a higher load is 
still neoessary for further penetration.

With the aid of the cone-apparatus toe resistanoe of oompaot soils has already been determined in 
the laboratory. The data from these tests ooinoided very well with ciphers, obtained from pile-loading 
tests in the oonoerning layers of soil.

By sandy soils whioh oan be tested very difficult in an unremolded state, the great trouble is, 
that the intensity of density and the oonoentrations of tensions in the field are not known.

Research tests of long duration proved, that the penetration - resistanoe was rather -well propor
tional to the loaded surfaoe, very dependent of the intensity of density and of the tensions in the

In order to determine toe resistanoe in sandy soils one is obliged to do this in the field itself.
Therefore a point resistanoe testing apparatus has been oonstruoted by the laboratory of whioh

Fig, 1, 2 and 3 give the particulars sufficiently 
clear.

The toe resistanoe is determined by pushing 
down a solid tube with conioal point into the 
ground to the desired depth after whioh the point 
alone is pushed down by a steel rod, guided by 
the tube.

The pressures required for pushing the oone 
into the soil are oontinually registered by a 
Bourdon gauge, so that the toe resistanoe oan be 
determined over the whole depth of the sounding 
in rather every point. Also the friotional re
sistanoe of the pipe oan be measured. The pro
cess resembles very much a loading test on a 
small pile.

The construction of the apparatus is as 
follows: A oone with a top-angle of 60° and a 
base surfaoe of + 10 om^ is fixed at a round 
steel rod with a diameter of 15 mm.

This rod oan be lengthened with rods of
1 m eaoh, and is guided in a speoial rolled thiok 
plated and solid drawn tube with an outside-dia- 
meter of 3*5 om. The lower rod oannot be pushed 
out of the tube more than 10 om by a oam.

At the top of the tube a speoial oap is 
sorewed, on whioh the pressure by means of a 
raok-jaok and via the apparatus for measuring 
the neoessary pressure is applied. This oap has 
been arranged in suoh a manner that the pressure 
oan be applied on the tube or on the rod by 
ohoioe.

The required pressure is registered by a 
Bourdon gauge. Fifty soundings already have 
been exeouted for many oonstruotions, while more 
comparisons with pile loading tests and driving
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teats liava been obtained., -which agree very well (see Paper No, 1-2).
Concerning the measured friotional resistances, these cannot be oompared with those of piles, 

while remoulding or changing the density of the Boil by a pile differs very much from that by a thin 
tube. In Fig, 5 we give some examples from the results already obtained, whereof we give here some 
remarks:
Nr, 2, Sounding near Gouda. Fig, 5a,

It is ourious, whioh already has been proved from different pile loading tests and driving data, 
that the toe resistance praotioally does not increase in the very loose layer of sand more than 10 m 
high.
Nr, 7- Usselstein. Fig, 5b,

The points enoircled in the diagram give oomputed toe resistances from test-piles, driven nearby 
the sounding place.
Hr. 9» Waddingsveen. Fig. $o.

Test-piles proved already by the driving test to be subjeoted to a negative skin friotion in 
oonsequence of a layer of sand put in plaoe for ameliorate the subsoil.
Nr, 11, Wadding sveen. Fig, 5d.

The design was to plaoe the toe of the piles in the oourse sand, A deepsounding showed that only 
a very low toe resistance could be expected there.
Nr, 12. Den Helder. Fig. 5e,

The great decreasing of the toe resistance at different places in the sandlayer was at first very 
strange. By testing undisturbed samples, peat layers proved to exist, whioh have not been observed by 
the wash-borings, A remarkable resemblanoe to the driving data of a test pile has been found.
Nr. 19. Diefdijk. Fig. 5f.

Also a great resemblance with the driving data of test piles.
Nr. 28. Voorburg. Fig, 5g«

The toes of the piles should be placed in the sand-layer at a depth of 5 - 9m or in that one 2m 
below the surface. In the first case a settlement of the layers from 10 - 18 m has to be oounted upon. 
Nr. 37, Rotterdam Bergsluis. Fig. 5h,

A sufficient toe resistance was not found before a depth of 21,50 m below the surface of the soil 
was reached.

Conclusions, The obtained data give insight in the driving data and the rebound whioh can be expeoted. 
The length of the piles and the toe resistance oan be determined previously with rather a great 

security. Wash borings (auger with valve) are absolutely unreliable for the determination of the length 
of piles and the expected resistance.

There is an advantage in the apparatus concerning its simplicity and its way of proceedings 
1°, The toe resistance is determined not only at one oertain depth, as is the case of load-bearing and 
pulling tests on a pile, but over the whole depth of the intersected layers of soil,
2°. The expenses for a deep sounding are low, especially when oompared with a load bearing and pulling 
test neoessary for projecting the pile foundation for a construction.

The costs of the apparatus with its necessities are about fl, 1200, j the expenses for a sounding 
untill a depth of 20 m fl. 150.- - fl. 300.-, depending on the interseoted layers of soil,
3°. The length and the required number of the piles can be formerly fixed with more surety, by whioh 
in many cases important savings can be obtained and disappointments are precluded.

It ought to be remarked that the - in this - determined toe-resistanoe is a load, to the limit of 
equilibrium.

For any construction it should be controlled whether more compressible deeper layers oan obtain a 
great compression, in oonsequence of which an important ‘settlement of the building will occur.
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